
1 (HALF) DAY OF VOLUNTEER WORK WITH YOUR TEAM 
Roll up your sleeves and donate as a company a (half) day of volunteer work to a charity in 
groups of 10 to 100 people. Good for your team, the pride of your employees and society! 
Our charities help the vulnerable among us: people living in poverty, children, people with a 
disability, refugees, fauna & flora,...

XII WORKS
CHOOSE

Choose 
social team buildings 
with IMPACT



Go on excursions with young people, elderly people or people with disabilities. It is not 
always easy for them to go out alone. By going with them, for a walk in nature, to ride 
a bike, see a movie, play bowling, visit a park or a zoo, you make these simple activities 
possible and create precious memories.

VI - EXCURSIONS

Use your company’s skills to contribute to the professionalisation of charities: creation 
of a website, development of a communication plan or campaign, implementation of a 
financial system, fundraising, ... By sharing your expertise, you lift the impact the good 
cause creates to the next level!

II - SHARE YOUR BUSINESS EXPERTISE

Improve the physical and mental well-being of elderly people, people with disabilities, or 
young children. Lead a meditation session, take care of animals together,  
go for a walk, ... these actions have a real impact on well-being.  
Their and yours. 

X - (ANIMAL) THERAPY AND WELL-BEING

A healthy mind in a healthy body. That is why we engage in sports with seniors, and 
disabled people to play sports. Basketball, jogging, football, wheelchair dancing, 
swimming... Everything is possible. Let’s get in shape: 3, 2, 1! Go!

VIII - SPORT TOGETHER

IV - CRAFTS, CREATIVITY AND GAMES

Offer practical assistance to nonprofits: Packing birthday presents for children in 
poverty, doing chores together with the residents, preparing materials, and doing 
warehouse work. You participate for a day in the daily logistic operation of the  
non-profit.

V - LOGISTICAL HELP AND SMALL CHORES

Cooking healthy meals together for or with people living in poverty, people with a 
disability or youths. A buffet, a gastronomic walk, a cooking workshop, a spaghetti 
or pancake party, use your cooking skills and enjoy the results of your collaboration 
together.

I - PREPARATION OF DAILY MEALS

Read to children, teach your language to foreigners or refugees, help less educated 
families with homework, or any other initiative that directly strengthens their (language) 
skills to help them in the long run.

IX - TEACHING THROUGH LANGUAGE AND GAMES

Help associations to improve the quality of their living spaces and buildings. Decorating 
and painting rooms and spaces, building new warehouses, creating indoor and outdoor 
entertainment facilities, carpentry with recycled material for a sensory playground,... 
The visitors and residents will enjoy your building & renovation skills.

VII - RENOVATION AND CONSTRUCTION

Help a non-profit at their own event. Theme days for various target groups (children, 
the elderly, the disabled, refugees), distribute sweets or gifts to children in tough family 
situations for St Nicholas Day, help at fairs, birthday parties or Christmas dinners. The 
more helping hands, the more smiling faces.

III - ASSIST A CHARITY EVENT

Get involved in climate action with your team. Tree planting, gardening, planting new 
species to enrich biodiversity, weeding, collaboration with environmental protection 
associations, ... Impact on biodiversity guaranteed.

XI - GARDENING AND WORKING IN NATURE 
Supervise creative workshops and work with the group of your choice: children, 
refugees, elderly or disabled people. Petanque, creation of greeting cards, pottery, crafts 
with recycled materials, ... Let the artist in you run wild and discover the talents within 
your team! 

Improve biodiversity by collecting waste in urban areas and nature in the form of a 
game/competition between teams and companies. Be the team that collects the most 
waste at the end of the day. At the end of each year, Give a Day announces the company 
whose action has had the greatest impact. 

XI - WASTE COLLECTION

READY TO GO?
Choose and mail your choice from our XII works’, 

your dates of availability, and number of participants  
to companies@giveaday.be. 

We’ll get back to you soon. 

XII WORKS WITH SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Together with the good causes within our network, we defined 12 works with the most common 
needs for helping hands and brains. As a company, you can help realize these 12 works by donating 
time and resources. Each project has an impact on one of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
of the United Nations.You don’t just go for social and environmental impact. You inspire, strengthen 
and connect business, people, and society.


